DFW DEN-TEK
14115 JOSEY LANE STE 200
FARMERS BRANCH, TEXAS 75234

972-243-7300

IMPRESSIONS
Supplies:

From Accu-Dent System 1:
Syringe Material Re-order #NA820002
Tray Material Re-order #NA82003
24 Impressions
From Patterson:
Large Upper (12) Re-order #436-6017
Medium Upper (12) Re-order # 436-6033
Small Upper (12) Re-order #436-6058
Large Lower (12) Re-order #436-6025
Medium Lower (12) Re-order #436-6041
Small Lower (12) Re-order #436-6006
Tray Adhesive Re-order #089-7306
Z-Impression Tree Re-order #770-7011

Contacts
ACCU-DENT VIVADENT
1-800-533-6825
PATTERSON DENTAL
817-305-4206 or 817-305-4200

DIRECTIONS
Taking Impressions and Pouring Models
1. Any alginate impression material is water
temperature sensitive. Recommended temperature: 70°,
or room temperature.
2. Sterilize the tray or trays to be used.
3. Spray the tray with adhesive.
4. If the patient is a gagger, place salt on their tongue.
(Most patients won’t gag while the impression is being
taken with salt on their tongue).
5. Mix and fill the syringe and set aside.
6. Mix the tray material, and fill the tray thicker in the
labial. Taper towards posterior and smooth under
running water.
7. When taking an upper impression, inject the syringe
material into the vault, the labial and buccal folds, and
around any teeth. Seat the tray from the anterior and
rotate to the posterior until the material fills the slots
and holes, and extends as far distally as possible. With
your finger, hold the tray in place with your hand on top
of the patient’s head to keep the tray from shifting. Hold
with light pressure until the alginate has set. Remove,
and rinse with tap water.
8. Mix stone to a thick texture. When the bowl is turned
upside down, the stone slumps a little but doesn’t run.

9. Slowly vibrate stone into the tray, starting on one side
in the posterior to the other. Build the stone to a
thickness so it won’t break when separated.
10. Put the tray into the tray tree with stone side up.
When stone sets, the water rises as it evaporates. This
makes the surface harder. The weight of the stone will
keep it from slumping away from the impression.
11. When taking a lower impression, follow the same
procedure, except ask the patient to place their tongue
on top of the tray. Hold the tray in place with one finger
on each side of the tray, with your thumbs under the
patient’s chin to keep it stable.
12. Let the stone set from one hour to one hour and
fifteen minutes. If the model stays in the tray any longer,
the alginate will distort the surface of model.

RELINES AND FULL DENTURES
Recommended Supplies:

From Patterson:
Caulk Lynal Patterson order # 177-1518

DIRECTIONS

Relines:
1. Take the impression the same way as above, except
have the patient hold the denture in place with medium
occlusal pressure. Let the patient wear the denture over
night. The Lynal will muscle trim itself, and treat the
tissue. Check the bite and take the centric if needed.
Taking a Wash in a Try In:
1. Take the impression same way as above, except have
the patient wear the try in for an hour. Check the bite
and take a centric bite if needed.

Notes

